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This work will focus on globalization, more closely on the economic aspects of this process.
Small countries, especially developing ones will be in the spotlight, as they face unique
challenges that have been addressed by the international community for decades at least. The
success rate of the intervention is very questionable and leaves room for improvement, which
may be a platform to elevate millions out of poverty, solve crippling problems, provide access
to technology and improve the global economic system. Economic history, trade and
technology are the main filters of this research. Conventional economic theory like market
fundamentalism, Keynesian economics and international trade theories will be discussed. A
holistic literature review, will try to depict the many sides of the argument. The data used will
be from the World Competitiveness Report, World Bank’s World Development Indicators,
and additionally collect some data myself. A case study will implement the finding to
conclude the thesis.
Working hypotheses:
1. The globalized economy is accommodating to small countries and developed
countries (DCs) alike
2. DCs have managed to develop, using the same or similar policies to those, which they
have been prescribed in recent history.
3. Small developing countries (SDCs) are facing institutional constraints in integrating
into the global trade regime beneficially.
4. SDCs are facing a hostile environment in acquiring and developing technology.
Methodology:
A robust literature review, by some of the most significant contributors in the field, that will
include quantitative meta analysis, will initiate the work and continue throughout.
Conventional economic theory like market fundamentalism, Keynesian economics and
international trade theories will be discussed. There will be an attempt to tackle the matter
through macroeconomics using appropriate statistical analysis. A case study using meta data
will come lastly.
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4. Global trade
a. The rationale of today’s system
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Introduction:
This work investigates the system of globalization and the prospects of small countries
through the economic aspects of history, trade, and intellectual property and lastly implements
the findings in a case study. Smaller nations are found to face unique challenges and now
more than ever find themselves in need to navigate through them successfully and compete on
the global scale. The intention is to inspect the framework of integration and institutional
recommendations, consider economic indicators and determine whether improvements are
necessary in respect to entities comprised of fewer citizens. Now successful countries’
development strategies are revised, the system of trade is deconstructed, intellectual property
protection reconsidered, debt is observed and lastly the case of one small nation, Macedonia is
presented, which has been struggling with competing.
The main hypothesis is that small developing nations are functioning in a hostile environment
when it comes to trade, intellectual property protection and debt, which makes it extremely
difficult for them to globalize competitively. Supporting hypotheses start with the
presumption that now developed countries (DCs) have managed to develop, using the same or
similar policies to those, which they have been prescribed in recent history. A second
supporting hypothesis is that, small developing countries are facing institutional constraints in
integrating into the global trade regime beneficially. Lastly, it is presumed that small
developing countries are facing a hostile patenting system, which is preventing them from
participating in innovation and is putting their resources in danger.
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1. Globalization
In the middle of January 2013, horsemeat was found in frozen beef burger patties, sold in
Tesco in Ireland. Outraged customers and consumer groups demanded clarification and
repercussions towards the UK and Irish suppliers. The scandal unveiled slowly, as the
tracking of the production revealed a complex network of actors working together to bring
these processed items to the shelves of European supermarkets such as Tesco, Aldi and Lidl.
It took days to establish that the meat itself came from a slaughterhouse in Romania; it was
sold to a trader in Holland and passed on to a subcontractor in Cyprus. From there the
processing took place in France and latter Luxembourg. Finally the production, seemingly
done by one French firm was distributed to the UK and as it became evident, at least 12 other
European counties, though not only beef patties, but other frozen meals such as lasagnas and
meatballs as well (BBCa, 2013).
The effects on consumer trust are obvious and although the misrepresentation was done solely
by the French company people felt uneasy about their food being composed in such a
fragmented manner (BBCb, 2013). The reality is, that toady most items are produced in robust
supply chains, but such matters would rarely come to prominence as food holds a special
concern for consumers and they are more likely to react. In fact sales of fresh ethically
produced meat rose by 36 percent in the UK (Sayid, 2013). This gruesome example was
rather shocking and it is not even an extreme one – after all, a product being assembled across
a continent is not uncommon, and in this case all was even done by EU members who share
vital laws and standards. However, dire illustrations announce even to the most unsuspecting
individuals (who often unwary would be reaping the benefits), that they are amidst more and
more complex networks, created by and creating the process of globalization.
Harvard Business School’s Theodore Levitt was the first to outline this emergence in his 1983
work The Globalization of Markets, where he pinpoints technology as the catalyst of this
“converging commonality.” The main actor in integrating is the global corporation that
breaches the national and interconnects the world in one single global market. This early
effort on the topic may have had a somewhat oversimplified view of the way world markets
function, but it is hinting correctly at the future.
Yet the phenomenon has preceded the definition and the process of social change has not
gone unnoticed by the academic community. Wallerstein’s World System Theory (1974)
emphasized the necessity to overcome analyzing solely nation states due to the emergence of
an inter-regional and transnational division of labor, that has divided the world into core
countries, semi-periphery countries, and the periphery countries embedded in a world system.
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The origins of this system can be found in the rise of capitalism between 1450 and 1670,
replacing the period of feudalism.
The first eminent scholar to put technology in the forefront was Castelles. Although he did not
coin the term and others worked on it before he perfected it in his trilogy The Rise of the
Network Society (1996, 1997, 1998.) Unlike World System Theory, capitalist development is
important, but technological change is the true driving force behind globalization. In order for
this occurrence to take place first, information technology (IT) must be developed and then it
needs to be utilized by organizations to finally produce a new dynamic system of
“information capitalism.”

1.1 Economic Globalization
What is truly investigated and relevant among these lines is economic globalization with a
focus on small countries, which will be, inspected further. It contains the closer economic
integration of the countries of the world through the increased flow of goods and services,
capital, and even labor, and in that sense it is far from deterministic, as it seems to be, as the
economical and political forces that drive it are variable, and as history between the two
World Wars has demonstrated, can even slow down the process (Stiglitz, 2006). It is possible
for a nation, if it deems it positive to its growth and development to try and influence these
factors, based on their wish of participation, but that capacity is dependent on the country’s
capacity to function independently, which is becoming increasingly difficult. Yet, as it will be
further discussed, in some instances it is crucial to remain astray from further integration until
the domestic system has matured and is competitive.
The extent of globalization provides another forum of discussion and some thinkers believe it
has been vastly overestimated. In recent literature foreign direct investment (FDI) has been
estimated at only nine percent of fixed investment, falling from two to one trillion in 2007 and
2009 respectively, while at the same time, only 20 percent of shares on national stock markets
are owned by foreigners and an estimated two percent of students of the world study outside
of their homeland (Ghemwat, 2011).
Nonetheless one cannot ignore the common signs of globalization with the transnational
corporation (TNC) at the center of it all. Teenagers share a common youth culture, a
Starbucks is present on almost all main squares in the capitals of the world, and individuals in
virtually every city desire the latest iPhone. In order to be more specific in evaluating the
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depth and scope a quantitative measure is needed. The KOF index of globalization, developed
by the KOF Swiss Economic Institute provides with the most resent results based on 2010
data, published in 2013. It is based on evaluating economic, political and social integration
across the world.
Upon glancing at the latest results the trace of the global financial crisis is evident (Chart 1.)

Source: KOF Swiss Economic Institute, 2013, Press Release

The aggregate value has been increasing steadily, due to the performance of the social and
political dimensions worldwide, although less so in the last couple of years. Yet the economic
dimension has been decreasing since 2008, proving that the integration process is reversible,
at least temporarily, just like between the World Wars, but with a lot less devastating
consequences and reach of course. South Asia is the fastest globalizing region as opposed to
Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa who experienced the steepest drops. Out of the top 15
globalized countries, a staggering 13 are European (Chart 2.)
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Source: KOF Swiss Economic Institute, 2013, Press Release

On the other hand, among the 15 least globalized (Chart 3) none are in Europe, instead
belonging to Africa, Southeast Asia and a number of remote island states.
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Source: KOF Swiss Economic Institute, 2013, Press Release

According to this, the process is multispeed, finding regions and nations at different levels of
integration. Within these structures, individuals and groups will also be globalized to various
extends. Returning to System Theory, there will likely be more dissimilarities between
citizens of the same country living in urban as opposed to rural areas, then between people
with distinct nationalities, living in respective capital cities which are more developed than
the provincial zones in both nations.
The economic dimension gives similar results (Chart 4) with Luxembourg, Ireland, Malta and
The Netherlands representing Europe among the top five, where only the leader – Singapore
derives from Asia.
Chart 4 – Economic Globalization, KOF index

Source: KOF Swiss Economic Institute, 2013, Press Release

Considering the facts that the top five all small economies, except the Netherlands that is a
medium sized country – together they accommodate only 27 million people and their GDP is
quite high, so it is instinctive to think that economic globalization has been especially good to
these types of systems and they perform well as open economies due to their size. While this
might be the case in some instances, closer inspection reveals somewhat the opposite. Small
economies, especially those coming to the table latter, need to navigate with special delicacy
to reach optimal competitiveness. Historically, most of them, especially the leader of the list
are latecomers.
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1.2 Small Countries
When it comes to small countries, there are many definitions and criteria depending on the
historical context and purpose of the classification. In the 19th and 20th centuries, there was a
sharp increase in the number of states as empires broke down and the world decolonized and
the “small state” was simply defined as a nation that is not a great power (Gstohl, 2004). Yet
power is not demonstrated through size and does not provide any insight into any unique
circumstances that these systems are facing. GDP could be used as a measure, but again,
huge disparities between states, especially among geographic regions, make the measure of
productivity irrelevant to the size. Population is often correlated to size and GDP (The World
Bank, 2007) therefore remaining the best criteria for judging size. One of the most important
thinkers on small nations and economic growth, Simon Kuznets, when approaching the matter
used a population threshold of 10 million (1960). For the use of this work, and taking into
account the creation of all small states in the more than half a century since Kuznets set the
criteria, that sample would be too broad, as it will go beyond challenges typical of this group.
On the other hand, The Commonwealth, which is comprised dominantly by small countries,
sets the bar much lower, at 1.5 million citizens. To account for that some larger countries like
Botswana, Jamaica, Lesotho and Namibia are also accounted for, as the conditions they exist
in, are similar to their less populous counterparts. The World Bank shares this perspective and
provides the same definition, of 1.5 million citizens, as well. That’s more than a quarter of the
organization’s membership. Moreover these nations face extremely different conditions, are
spread geographically apart and are at various stages of economic development. Nonetheless
they share more than meets the eye and most of it is circumstantial.
In this text small developing countries are the main focus. In order to provide a sufficient
overview, within a historical context, the population limit will be set as a compromise
between the two perspectives mentioned above. The upper limit will be set at 5.4 million
citizens. That’s enough to include the likes of Singapore, Norway and Bosnia and
Herzegovina who either provide interesting lessons to be learned or challenges to be solved.
According to World Bank Data concluding with 2012, this sample will encompass a hundred
nations (Table 1 in Appendix for full list). It is not to be presumed that they all tackled
economic globalization similarly, or that they all will have similar traits. The great diversity
inside provides various experiences and many of these countries can learn from one another
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The fact that they are in different stages of development in some instances, depicts snapshots
in history of policies enforced and many possible outcomes that counterparts could have
enjoyed or endured. As economic globalization spans through a turbulent period of world
history many radical changes like the Industrial Revolution, the World Wars and the end of
the Cold War many varying perspectives and approaches were produced. Far from alone, but
under the patronage of their more developed equivalents, these small countries navigated
growth and development differently. Some of them impressed and surprised with their
performances, while other shook conventional economic wisdom. Still there are many
baffling challenges like poverty, disease, unemployment and illiteracy that are corroding their
structures and they are not getting the best advice or assistance possible. Often foreign
interference has led to disaster. With a shift in the paradigm with which this is dealt with the
results can be better.
Smaller population can manifest in economic outcomes. International institutions and
academics have addressed this issue with different rigidity in the past. The World Bank
(2013) explains the challenges in size, which make these economies more open and dependent
on external markets, which in turn leaves them a lot more susceptible to external shocks, than
their larger counterparts. Due to the resources constraint they are a lot more likely to focus on
a specific type of export, thus being open to trade shocks if something impairs production,
triggering possible income volatility, directly affecting citizens. For example bananas
constituted 92 percent of total exports in Dominica, phosphate 91 percent in Nauru, and
timber for 69 percent in the Solomon Islands in 1991 (Commonwealth Secretariat/World
Bank Joint Task Force, 1999). Highly focusing export absorption to one trading partner can
result in the same kind of volatility. The standard deviation of yearly real per capita growth in
small states is around 25 percent higher than in more sizable states (Commonwealth
Secretariat/World Bank Joint Task Force, 2000). There has been a debate in academia on the
way countries should approach exports, namely in what should they specialize in, although an
extremely narrow scope should be avoided. Conventional economic wisdom warns against
distorting supply, but in the face of globalization, the world market becomes increasingly
important. Therefore, comparative advantage fundamentals become less relevant poorer
nations looking to improve should try to produce goods that are produced by richer countries
and have more value added (Hausmann, Hwang. & Rodrik.) Rodrik (2004) within a lengthy
discussion concludes that the general policy stance of governments should be focused on
subsiding initial entrants in activities with many positive spillovers, but should restrain from
doing the same for followers. This is because there are many possible social positive
14

outcomes, but private costs in evaluating the profitability of industries. A thriving
entrepreneurial environment is one of the most necessary resources in less sizable countries.
Small population size means that governments are taxing a smaller amount of people, which
sometimes leads them to rely on imports taxing, which is becoming increasingly more
difficult, due to all around tariff reductions. Government inefficiency is usually higher,
although they tend to have a robust public sector. Size affects the public sector as well,
causing it to recede. The lack of proper institutions impedes their participation in the
international forum. Small nations thrive on access to external capital, al local sources are
limited but their size can proclaim risk, often leaving them without. This constrains their
ability to deal with income volatility. The World Bank stresses geographical issues as well, as
often these nations are remote islands or landlocked countries, which makes access more
difficult, straining even innovation. As another geographical factor (related strictly to size) is
limited domestic competition, which can stub development. The private sector in small
countries is miniscule compared to what today’s giants are used to. Wal-Mart, the biggest US
employer, employs a total of 2.2 million people, 1.5 domestically and the rest abroad (Hess,
2013). As a comparison, the “Top 400 Locally Owned Companies” according to Caribbean
Business, in 2011, had in total 142 thousand people working in full-time positions in Puerto
Rico (Carmona, 2012.) The TNCs are a crucial catalyst of globalization and although they
recognize no borders when conducting business, they do have a domestic country that enjoys
the benefits of hosting a successful business. CNN’s (2012) Global 500 lists the most
profitable companies in the world. Out of them, two are in Luxembourg, two in Ireland, two
in Singapore and one in Norway. Singapore is the only non-European small economy to
participate in the list. The remaining 493 originate in countries with more than 5.4 million
citizens and that speaks volumes about the differences in competitiveness that domestic firms
face.
Geography is especially relevant for island states as most of them are in danger of national
disasters like droughts and hurricanes, which can devastate the economy and lives of common
citizens. This is another dimension altogether and will only be touched upon in this work, as it
requires a detailed review on it’s own beyond economic globalization.
A report of the Commonwealth Secretariat/World Bank Joint Task Force for Small States
(2000) adds to the previous, by stating that small countries have the tendency to have higher
poverty levels and less equal income distribution, which makes income volatility even
harsher.
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1.3 Small Countries and Globalization
It has been stated over and over again how globalization has changed the world and many
have given their input. Bernal (2000), attempts to describe the “character” of globalization,
especially significant to small countries by firstly establishing the economic dimension. The
only market that is relevant is the global one, and every enterprise must be adapted to act on
it. Competition has been moved beyond borders and corporations such as Starbucks with over
5500 coffeehouses in over 50 countries have made the US a leader in distribution. Second,
competition has become denser on an international scale, with technology facilitating it, and
enabling processes to be improved, offshored, standardized and fragmented. Countries do not
remain intact as preferential trade agreements are on the decline - since everyone is trying to
support respective local companies. Next, services are becoming more important in the global
economy and trade. Commercial services experienced a faster growth (6.6 percent on
average) than trade from goods since1980 till 2009, increasing its portion of total world trade
by six percentage points, until in 2009 they reached 21 percent of world trade, or two
percentage points up from the previous year, as the decline of world trade in services was
significantly less steep than that of goods (WTO, 2010.) Fourth, the utilization of technology
has produced new ways of communication and manufacturing making size and geography
less relevant and changing the nature of work, corporate organizational structures, types of
products, production techniques and international marketing. This will be discussed further in
depth in the following pages. The emergence of dismembedded finance through
liberalization, innovation and internationalization have pushed financial flows away from the
real economy. Transactions in foreign exchange markets have skyrocketed and the rise of
short term financial flows combined with the decline of regulatory powers of even the most
advanced governments have produced now familiar shocks and destabilization, but also
testified to the globalization of finance and the lack of institutions and instruments to manage
it sufficiently. Lastly electronic commerce has made reliance on the Internet mundane, by not
only shaping essential economic activity, but also by producing significant and increasing
sources of its own commercial revenue.
Another dimension discussed by Bernal, (2000) is corporate reorganization lead by TNCs.
These enterprises are at the center of the process of globalization and as we saw earlier are
geographically focused in their origin to developed regions, primarily Northern America,
Europe and somewhat Asia, but mostly deriving from larger countries. They have been
changing the world in reducing their administrative structures, engaging in strategic corporate
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alliances through joint ventures, outsourcing and mergers. One of the most obvious
developments has been the rise of international mergers and acquisitions (M&As) in order to
extend reach and scope and circumvent barriers of entry to local markets. In 2011 M&As
were up by seven percent to 2.6 trillion US dollars and Cross Border M&A actions amounted
to 908.4 billion US dollars accounting for 35.3 percent of overall M&A volume (Thompson
Reuters, 2011.)
The following non-economic dimensions of the character of globalization are to be discussed
briefly, in order to gain holistic understanding of the process. The political dimension has
found sovereign power shifting to multinational organizations and a few powerful TNCs. This
fact will not thrill everyone, but the “golden straightjacket” (Friedman, 1999) concept of
resigning power to international institutions such as capital markets and international
organizations in order to participate successfully in the global economy is very much real.
Further, nations are struggling to find a balance of policy framework that is balancing
between laissez faire and protectionist and there really does not exist a one-size-fits-all
solution, and although history has provided arguments for both camps, it still leads to a lot of
trial and error. International cooperation is proving as crucial as ever, especially in terms of
sustainable development. The political aspects are heavily intertwined with the economic
ones and difficult to discuss independently, as it will become evident further.
The social dimension is important as it directly influences common citizens the most.
Although the amount of global wealth is at its highest at 241 trillion US dollars, the poor-rich
gap has never been wider with one percent owning close to half of the whole pie and the
richest 10 percent claiming 86 percent (Rogers, 2013). Nations in unfavorable regions like
Sub-Saharan Africa will find closing the gap difficult if not impossible (Collier, 2007.)
Diversification of FDI outflows is important for closing the gap among nations and although
prognosis have been grim, in 2012 for the first time in history developing countries attracted
more FDI than their developed counterparts, amounting to 52 percent of world FDI flows
(UNICTAD, 2013). The financial crisis is responsible for this because the largest decline in
FDI inflows occurred in developed countries, which attracted only 42 percent of global flows.
Developing economies also produced almost one third of global FDI outflows, prolonging
their consistent upward trend. It will be interesting to see how this balance develops in the
aftermath of the crisis and reducing the gap should be one of the priorities on the global
economic agenda.
The second social dimension, causing a lot of anxiety and insecurity is labor. As TNCs are
unbounded by borders, neither are their operations and this leads to them setting up operations
17

in places with lower labor costs such as Africa, Asia and Latin America, thus reducing the
power of the workers in developed countries. The same statement can be applied to imports
deriving from developing countries, further enraging low-skilled workers in Western Europe
and the US. Low-skilled labor costs have declined (Friedman, 2005) but contributing that
solely to globalization is not entirely valid, but it has been technology and corporate
restructuring that has left workers to have to heavily adjust and endure great job insecurity
worldwide.
The decline of the US hegemony has been a good depiction of what is happening with the
next dimension of that addresses governance. The post-World War II structure ceased to exist
with the end of the Bretton Woods system in 1971. In the framework of rigorous trade
liberalization it is with trade agreements that the nations are setting up the rules of interaction
and collaboration and there still exists no institution that may have the capacity to oversee the
global economy, although it is proving to be necessary. How the global marketplace is
regulated is again a question of values, as it is with national markets. Pure market
fundamentalism, where governments and international institutions would allow for matters to
unveil on their own to accomplish the greatest efficiency (Friedman, 1998) will eliminate
many important actors that provide financial and strategic assistance to developing countries.
The last two dimensions may not seem especially relevant in this instance, but are
instrumental is creating an overview of the process of globalization. The cultural dimension is
perhaps one of the most obvious, as with the shrinking of time and space thanks to
technology, communication; media, travel and migration are made easier and more utilized.
Thus the citizens of the world are increasingly homogenized and going back to World System
Theory it is more likely to find differences within societies then between them (Wallerstein,
1974.) The youth is especially concerned with this, but most demographic groups will present
increasingly similar patterns in lifestyles, consumption, behavior and values. Diversity will be
decreased and dominant cultures; currently the American will take precedent over
extinguishing ones. This is closely tied to the last dimension discussed, which is the
psychological one. As conventional paradigms deteriorate and we start to view far away
countries as neighbors, not only is the nation state changing, but also cross border economic
collaboration and organization of production are taking a supra-national form. The dislocation
of national ideas, although not as severe as it seems will not be an easy adjustment for
everyone. In fact, an opposite push follows, as for example the rise of nationalism in some
European societies. Either way, identifying oneself despite nationality, race, language and
culture has never been as overwhelming or subject to more interpretation.
18

2. Openness – Historical Perspective
The benefits of openness, often alongside liberalization and privatization have been repeated
over and over again to developing countries after the Second World War, culminating in the
1980s and much advice has been implemented. The logical presumption is, that moving
beyond economic theory, these types of systems have been implemented by DCs as well, and
they are now reaping the results and inviting smaller, less advanced adversaries to reach the
same heights of economic advancement. In order to look back an examination of economic
history is needed, traveling back through the seventeenth, eighteen and nineteen centuries.
The world was a very different place, but some practices deriving from back then, seem to
hold their merit and are widely advocated for even now. In order to try to preserve the size
dynamic throughout this, work big/small nation relationships will be investigated and policies
along with their outcomes reviewed. Moreover nations seen, as opponents in the way they
structured their systems like Britain and France did not earn that right completely and
currently are viewed with some distortion. Economic analysis on development is often too
focused on small developing countries today, omitting vast information on larger ones in the
past, that can provide a different paradigm on how the world came to function like it does
today and see some policies that were demonized post WWII build nations through history.
An aspect that proved difficult was finding data about the smaller cluster of nations through
this period. If the previous limit of 5.4 million citizens on a globe with seven billion people is
taken into account, it would be preferential to attempt and use the same ratio. The largest
country in this sample would then be home to 0.8 percent of the nationals of the world. In
1900, which is the midpoint of this review there were 1.7 billion people (UN, 1999), which
equates to setting the upper limit slightly above 1.3 million. Unfortunately for most data from
this period is not available as it is for the larger empires. Due to colonization and further
turnover of the era very few of the remaining ones had the possibility and circumstance to
develop their independent capacities. Lastly the world was not organized through
international organizations that hold the same values as those in the present and problems
were not global, but it was up to those within the borders to solve them. Interestingly some
countries like the US hold an almost identical percentage of world population, of 4.48 and
4.47 in 1900 and 2011 respectively. For others like Britain there is a vast difference of a
whole percentage point decrease between the two centuries. The Netherlands will be
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observed as a small country although it had almost 1.7 million citizens in 1900 (Beets &
Nimwegen, 2000), but it still faced many typical challenges that small countries are trying to
tackle successfully more than a century latter and had some original approaches in terms of
trade and especially technology dissemination.

2.1 Britain
The cradle of the industrial revolution, before the 17th century was importing technology from
Europe and was not considered a developed economy (List, 1885.) Before this a string of
measures preceded, that elevated the nation and developed its capacities. A good example of
how things changed is the wool industry. Britain was the major exporter of raw wool and a
minor one of wool cloth (low-value-added), to Bruges, Ghent and Ypres – parts of Belgium
now - that were then considered the advanced Low Countries (Ramsay, 1983). Edward III
commenced the interest in advancing this industry by banning the import of wool cloth and it
was the Tudors that proceeded along these lines. Henry the IIV regarded the wool
manufacturers of the Low Countries very highly and implemented a strategy to mimic their
success. It consisted of royal missions being deployed to track spaces for optimal wool
manufacturing, raising tariffs on, and even temporarily forbidding the export of raw wool,
attaining skilled labor from the successfully producing nations and legislation in four separate
instances, which forbade exporting unfinished cloths, excluding some pieces below a
described market value (Defoe, 1728.) The king’s approach was very tactful like for instance,
increasing export tariffs on raw wool only when the industry was prepared for it, and at the
point when the manufacturing sector could not suffice to process all the raw wool produced,
the ban on raw wool export was annulled. His strategies were very long term, and a century
latter, by the time of Elizabeth I, Britain reined this industry. Defoe writes about other factors
that contributed to the success, some of which like the fleeing of skilled labor to Britain due to
war, had nothing to do with state intervention. Yet Elizabeth I also sent trade expeditions
abroad and counted on the naval fleet to penetrate new markets, in some instances colonizing
them. She also banned the export of raw wool entirely, judging that advancement had
sufficed. Although infant-industry protection is regarded as a non-beneficial measure today
due to the difficulty of “picking winners”, distortions in power and taking away necessary risk
from the owners (Mankiw, 2000) this fifteenth century version helped Britain immensely
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especially in light of the industrial revolution, which might not have been possible without
these economic gains.
The wool industry was solitary in its success. Still it was not unrecognized that this direction
was beneficial to the economy and the mercantile law reform of 1721 reflected this. Brisco
(1907) writes about how it began with, import duties on raw materials used in manufacturing
were reduced, or completely annihilated. Next duty drawbacks on imported raw materials for
exporting manufacturers were raised. Subsequently, tariffs on most manufactured exports
were dismissed and on imports introduced. New export subsidies were put in place, while
existing were further extended. Lastly manufacturing standards were set in place, especially
for textile products, in order malicious producers not to damage the reputation of the British
ones.
Preceding and following this reform, even when Britain was well into the industrial
revolution, were other state measures. Some foreign superior products like wool and cotton
products from the colonies were banned to be exported destroying industries in Ireland and
India (Chang, 2002). As the nineteen-century unveiled national industries were well
developed, and pressure was building for liberalization, although protectionism was further
enforced in some areas like agriculture through Corn Laws. They were finally eliminated,
along with tariffs on most manufactured products in 1846, and although this is regarded as the
triumph of liberal economics, it is more likely that it was a strategic decision to engage other
nations in agricultural production and basic manufacturing in order to stump the spread of
technology from the island (Kindleberger, 1978). Yet the shift in the policy framework was
happening and Gladstone’s budgets of 1850 and 1860 along with the British-French free trade
treaty that transformed British trade policy from tariffing 1146 goods in 1848 to 48 in 1860
(Chang, 2002.) This shift was not permanent as with the rise of other powers, by 1880 British
producers of some goods were seeking protection again, and in 1903 the Tariff Protection
League was formed. By 1932 with the decline of the national manufacturing sector,
protectionism was reinstated (Barioch, 1993.)
It is obvious that British trade policy closely mimicked the technological abilities and knowhow of its producers. The position of great power that the nation was in certainly increased its
ability to strategically influence foreign competition, develop its own, and latter stump the
outflow of technology from the island. Even liberalization was placed meticulously and not
without real benefits to British exporters. The laissez-faire approach was far from market
created, but it was enforced by the government that was gaining in administrative power and
bureaucratic reach (Polanyi, 1944), which on its own defeats the definition of the phrase.
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2.2 US
When investigating the economic development of the US many unintuitive findings emerge
and the history of the country is seen through a different prism with new outcomes. Its
turbulent emergence is the cause of this to a certain extent and the way idealistic visions have
replaced facts when viewing some of the main actors.
The first Secretary of the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton was of the opinion that new
industries are in danger from international competition and these “infant industries” should be
guaranteed help from the government until they advance (Barioch, 1993). Upon gaining the
ability to enforce taxes, Congress assigned a five percent duty on all imports, with a few
exclusions. They were then raised at 12.5 percent until being doubled in light of the war with
Britain. Afterwards in 1816 it was decided that levels will be held continuously to those in
wartime, resulting in averages of 40 percent by 1820 (List, 1885.) The North-South divide
was already happening and although the South initially was in favor of the tariffs, in order to
develop its own capacities, it was latter the cause of major disagreements between the two
parties. The process of setting them was synonymous to a tug of war. If the high
transportation costs of the time are added to the equation of tariffs being even further
increased until 1848, it gives a result of a significant barrier to trade. The next 20 years saw
them slightly to decrease, but the eruption of the Civil War in 1861 was partly the result of the
disagreement and a forum for it to play out in.
Lincoln was elected in 1860, by pledging his protectionist views and the war itself
commenced partially over the discrepant views on trade protectionism between the North and
South (Luthin, 1944.) The president’s views, more vocally in his earlier career, were in direct
opposition to those of free trade in which Britain was heading at the moment. During the war
tariffs continued to increase and as the North won so did the paradigm and the US remained
extremely protectionist until WWI. Even afterwards with a law that passed in 1922 the levels
on manufactured imports rose by 30 percent (Barioch, 1993.) Yet another increase with the
Smoot-Hawley act produced average tariffs of 48 percent, which started a tariff war due to the
new position of the US in the world. Ironically the increase can be accommodated in the post
Civil War average for the country. Further measures were also implemented through the
development of the US, like import quotas, voluntary export restraints, agriculture subsidies
and sanctions. Agricultural research was heavily supported and public education investment
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was soaring until it comprised 80 percent of total investment in the field, while infrastructure
advancements were helped by land allocation and subsidies (Chang, 2002.) If GDP is
observed, the biggest growth was between 1870-1890 and 1890-1910 (Barioch, 1993,) which
were intervals marked by strong protectionism. In fact, the high tariffs seem to have left no
imprint on the US’s GDP throughout the whole period discussed. Some deem the tariffs
redundant (Lipsey, 2000), as by the 1830s industries like cotton did not need protection. North
(1965) realizes that protectionism was high, but dismisses it as a connection between it and
the success of the US in catching up. Still it seems very unlikely that the US would have
managed to reach the levels of development without that substantial and prolonged infant
industry protection. The other state interventionist measures created the milieu in which this
was even more accommodating.

2.3 France
On the other side of the coin are nations like France that are today viewed as interventionist
and protectionist in their development history. The reality is again skewed to say the least.
Leading up to the Revolution the previous statement can apply, as France was attempting to
obtain foreign skilled labor, albeit unsuccessfully, and was heavily involved in industrial
espionage which contributed to the closing of the technological gap with Britain (Milward &
Saul, 1979.) The same authors write about how following the Revolution, Napoleon’s
government attempted to advance industry through business associations liaising with the
government, industrial fairs and inventor competitions, but there was a political paradigm
shift towards limited government involvement that remained in place since the fall of
Napoleon till the end of WWII. In comparison to Britain (Table 1) even after the repel of
their Corn Laws, if net customs revenue as a percentage of net import is taken into account,
France was rather open in its trade policy.
Table 1 – Customs Revenue as % of Net Import
Years

Britain

France

1821-5

53.1

20.3

1826-30

47.2

22.6

1831-5

40.5

21.5

1836-40

30.9

18.0
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1841-5

32.2

17.9

1846-50

25.3

17.2

1851-5

19.5

13.2

1856-60

15.0

10.0

1861-5

11.5

5.9

1866-70

8.9

3.8

1871-5

6.7

5.3

1876-80

6.1

6.6

1881-5

5.9

7.5

1886-90

6.1

8.3

1891-5

5.5

10.6

1896-1900

5.3

10.2

1901-5

7.0

8.8

1906-10

5.9

8.0

1911-13

5.4

8.8

Source: Nye, 1991

An exception to this was the reign of Napoleon III, who created research and learning
facilities, invested in infrastructure and revitalized the financial sector through granting
limited liability to, investment in, and supervision of contemporary, sizable financial
institutions (Trebilcock, 1981). He was the one to sign the previously mentioned BritishFrench treaty of 1860, although it was much more significant in reducing British trade tariffs
as the French were already significantly lower. In fact, when the treaty ran its course by 1892,
its author Meline, had a vision of his country as comprised of farmers and small workshops
and was against industrialization (Kuisel, 1981.) Basically France just endured the return of
the tariffs without setting an industrial development policy behind it. The government was
incapacitated in industrial policy till the creation of The Ministry of Commerce and Industry
as late as 1886 and even then it was awarded the smallest budget out of all other ministries
and did not engage in any activities to develop industry, but it was more engaged in
agriculture. Until then its bureaucracy, dealing with political turmoil, was concerned with
basic matters such as education, transport, administration and law and order (Kuisel, 1981.)
State intervention dramatically rose after WWII, including state owned enterprises and
indicative planning to address imperfect information problems, all of which followed the
realization of technological underdevelopment. This was granted with success as it managed
to close the gap with Britain and even surpass it in terms of output.
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2.4 Small Countries
The Netherlands experienced its Golden Age in the seventeenth century, founding its success
on naval and commercial abilities. To achieve this, it was using regulation on fishing, trade
and navigation, but after the establishment it did not pursue a similar track in terms of
industrialization and fell back. The reason for the decline has been speculated on and
explanations range from neighboring’s Belgium supremacy (Kindleberger, 1990) to lack of
policy on industrial development (List, 1885.) William I, was the only one to try and stimulate
economical advancement during his rule 1815 – 1840, especially through establishing
institutions for subsidized industrial financing focusing on textile, shipbuilding, sugar and
cotton. Following this period, the Netherlands again fell back on its laissez-faire approach
supporting trade openness and even abolishing patent law in 1869. Another interesting
development was the creation of a state owned railway company to compete with the existing
ones, that hints at a then novel “pro-competitive activist industrial policy” (Chang, 2002.)
Still, this government passivity permitted the country to fall behind its competitors. The end
of WWII saw government intervention rise through subsidies to industrialize stagnant areas,
financial supports for two sizable private companies, , inducing the rise of the aluminum
industry, promoting technical education and the development of crucial infrastructures (van
Zanden, 1999.) This small country, did not imitate more interventionist policies practiced by
its counterparts and manifested a decline and was forced to utilize those same policies to
engage in catching up latter.
Sweden, the biggest of the small economies discussed here, was heavily protectionist of its
cotton industry trough tariffs in the beginning of the nineteenth century, which elevated this
sector (Gustavson, 1986.) From 1830, many of the barriers were slashed, which made the
nation a very open trading partner. Yet after 1880, and the rise of the American farmers, it
started defending its agriculture again. Furthermore, in addition to tariffs, subsidies were used
to advance industry, especially the fragile and embryonic engineering sector. Baumol (1991)
examines 16 economies and concludes that Sweden was the second fastest growing from1890
till 1900, and the fastest growing from 1900 till 1913, preforming impressively under more
tariffs, then not. The government strategy was more meticulous then simply protecting infant
industry. It was very concerned with technology and invested in research and development
(R&D) for which it was also subsiding. Most importantly it engaged in unrivaled partnership
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with the private sector, starting from agriculture and latter with railways, for which it also had
a state owned company among others in the market and controlled pricing. Development of
infrastructure like the telephone and telegraph was also conducted through partnerships
ultimately producing companies like ASEA and Ericsson (now incorporated into others)
(Chang & Kozul-Wright, 1994.) The iron industry had close ties with the public sector as
well, focused on developing know-how. Chang & Kozul-Wright (1994) point out how
concerned policy was with developing “technological capabilities,” by providing studyabroad scholarships, instating mandatory education in 1878 and setting up technological
institutes. Sweden also engaged in industrial espionage in the nineteenth century.
The government extended its role after the Socialist Party came to power in 1932 and started,
in cooperation with the unions, to build a strong welfare state in exchange for wage
moderation (Pontusson 1992.) After WWII, a strategy was adopted that had the purpose of
emulating salaries for similar workers across varying industries. The welfare state was
supposed to take care of the workers that were dislocated in the process, and it is well known
even today, that this active labor market policy is highly beneficial. Overall the Swedish
government was not only interventionist, with the exception of the middle of the ninetieth
century, it was quite creative and meticulous of the manner in which this was conducted.
The last small country discussed in this section is Switzerland, which also had its interest in
the cotton industry, but by 1835 it managed to be independent and successful in and was one
of the earliest industrialisers on the continent (Chang, 2002.) Like the rest, it had a separate
paradigm of staying in the competitiveness race. In terms of trade, the approach was very
open and this type of policy spilled over in other areas as well, like technology – where
Switzerland refused to implement patents till 1907. That meant that ideas were easily
“borrowed” from other nations and implemented which greatly helped the chemical, food and
pharmaceutical industries. Through all this time the technological gap, with the leader Britain,
was small if existent, but as the country was (and still is) quite decentralized there were
discrepancies among regions in development (Biucchi, 1973.) Still Switzerland did not
engage in infant industry protection as most examples reviewed here.
.
2.5 Discussion
It is obvious that in the process of developing its own competitive capacities DCs engaged
heavily in infant industry protection. This was done to breach the technological gap primarily.
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From all examples discussed, only Switzerland and The Netherlands were restrained in this
field. In the latter case government was not as concerned with industry and was more focused
on commerce, but in the latter, in the only instance where the technological gap with the
leader Britain was very small if existent, there was simply no need for it and the political
situation with France at the time granted further protection. Yet as soon as there was a threat
from abroad, like American agricultural products, there was an immediate reaction from
Switzerland.
Technology today is developing as rapidly as ever. This means that the difference in
productivity between the developed and developing world will be even thicker and it will be
harder to make up for it. In order to evaluate this GDP in PPP is considered, using Barioch’s
(1976) data (see Table 2 in Appendix) and current World Bank data (see Table 3 in
Appendix). Barioch uses values in terms of 1960 dollars, so ratios will be taken into account
to compare with data in current value. The smaller countries discussed will still be minimally
above the small country threshold in 1900 terms, due lack of data and lack of participation in
the world economy of the on the more miniscule. In the middle of the nineteen century Britain
had almost double the productivity of Italy, almost identical to France, three times that of
Spain and 13 times higher than Portugal. When it comes to small countries it was seven times
more productive than Belgium, 34 more than Finland and 15 times more than Sweden. At the
turn of the century, 50 years latter Britain had had extended its advantage becoming more
than three times productive then Italy, half more than France, 23 times more compared to
Portugal and almost six times as Spain.
The comparison concerning current data, from 2011 is in terms of the US, as the nation that
the world is closing the gap with and the small countries fall under the 5.4 million citizens
threshold. The picture for low-income countries is stark with Bangladesh’s production
resulting in 134 times less output, for Madagascar 1512 less and Guinea and Togo each 2942
and 4067 less respectfully. Developing lower-middle-income giants like India produce eight
times less. Smaller ones as Georgia are facing a gap of 1036 times. The small country of
Moldova is overtaken by the US 2137 times. Larger upper-middle nations as Turkey produce
19 times less and smaller ones as Romania and legitimately small Albania 82 and 1157
respectfully. Among its high income peers it produces three times as Japan, six times as the
UK, 69 times as the Czech Republic and 61 times more than the small success story that is
Singapore.
The current world, hosting more courtiers then ever creates a picture of economic systems that
are in very different stages of development. As seen from the data above the gap that the less
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developed are facing has increased and will put many in a difficult situation to devise the right
catching up strategy. Yet unlike when the DCs were developing, today’s nations must follow
rules set in place that prevent them to be as aggressive in policy as others in the past centuries.
For example, voluntary trade restrains under GATT, have been used by North Atlantic
countries and others like Korea when it was protecting its electronic products and automotive
industry from Japan (Amsden, 2001.) Korea had time to develop its own capacities, but then
with the establishment of the new World Trade Organization (WTO) they were banned and
not available for use except in very specific cases. So in case nation choses to resolve to one
of the same mechanisms that the DCs used to get where they are, they are facing expulsion by
those same DCs and may have to utilize liberalization through unilateral agreements.
It is interesting that the way the protectionist strategies were packaged, they highly resembled
the same strategy used by Asian countries after WWII. The modern example did employ a
more complex approach, for example, focusing on export subsidies instead of export tariffs
(Amsden, 1989). The Asian countries were concerned with competition from abroad and
regulation of entry of foreign firms on the local market, their pricing and their exits.
Competition was restricted in terms of technology and local capacities built or fortified
through subsidies. Governments were invested in the accumulation of know-how and elevated
education and R&D efforts. Japan and Korea implemented what can be depicted as a
modernized version of what Britain was doing in the eighteen, the US in the nineteen and
Sweden in the early twentieth century.
The supporting hypothesis that DCs have managed to develop, using the same or similar
policies to those, which they have been prescribed in recent history is disproved. The Asian
countries utilizing the similar approach were deemed as almost certain failures and the
policies in place were predicted to be economically unsound. Further DCs have departed
majorly from their original strategies and that is reflected in their recommendations.
The cost of protectionism is much higher in small countries, then in bigger ones. Further it is
conventional wisdom that they benefit more from open policies, than inward focused ones,
mostly due to the inability to utilize economics of scale. As seen from the less interventionist
small countries like The Netherlands and Switzerland, they are less likely to engage in infant
industry protection, as the costs are higher than for larger nations. It is also likely that R&D
efforts can be much more easily coordinated in smaller areas, among fewer citizens.
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3. Free Trade and Debt
The benefits of free trade have been praised in the majority of textbooks written on any
subject of economics. They include increased variety of goods on one single market,
decreased costs through economies of scale, enhanced competition and an increased flow of
ideas and technologies (Mankiw, 2000.) In practice this for example means that consumers in
the US can enjoy superior Czech beer, Singaporean producers can have access to foreign
markets - in addition to the small local one, the market failure of monopoly or excessive
pricing power to one company can be avoided and Bosnian or Mauritian companies would
have the ability to adopt and profit from technology produced in Japan. Mankiw (2000) does
also outline possible downsides to free trade. The sectors that will shrink because of foreign
comparative advantage will have to let go of workers. The job loss could be balanced out
through the advancement of new sectors, but this dislocation at least requires skill adjustment
that is not always possible. The downfall of the US auto manufacturing is a good example.
Free trade can influence national security, in the sense that if it becomes dependent on imports
from certain industries, like weapons production, and in case of war they would be crippled.
These claims can be legitimate and then it makes sense to offer some protection, but
policymakers should be weary of exaggerations on the behalf of industries. The next aspect,
the infant industry argument has already been explained and discussed above. The following
argument is that since companies in trading countries are subdued to different laws,
regulations and possible assistance, the competition is unfair. This may be the case, but the
losses and gains of consumers should be also weighed and the latter will often prevail. The
last possible downside is the usage of trade restrictions as a bargaining chip. When trading
partners negotiate, one may try to force the other one to lower a barrier by threatening with
the raising or establishment of its own. Criticism to this argument stems from the possible
backfire if the threatened country does not reduce the barrier and the subsequent one cripples
itself with raising the restriction. The theory on free trade is not black and white and neither is
its implementation. An investigation of the second follows.

3.1 Free Trade
WWII and the period preceding it changed the world forever. When it was finished changes
were on the way and one important aspect of it was the liberalization of trade. The
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International Monetary Fund was the first establishment and there was an attempt at an
International Trade Organization, which failed, largely due to the US rejecting it under the
excuse that it breached sovereignty and came with excessive regulation. It is not to say that
under the leadership of developed, countries did not engage in multilateral trade agreements.
The General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) came to be in 1947 and it was
functioning on the principle of reciprocity, meaning members could not discriminate against
one another and domestic and foreign producers will be treated the same, or subdued to the
same standard. The rules set in place are products of negotiation rounds and there have been
nine in total. As mentioned previously the leaders are developed countries and the GATT’s
activity has been shaped by this by focusing on manufactured goods, while textile and
agriculture have remained much more protected as they are higher on the agenda of less
developed countries (Stiglitz, 2006.) It was in the Uruguay round of this system that the WTO
was born, with the goal to give trade agreements space to expand into areas like intellectual
property protection and services regulation. Today it had 159 members and 25 observers most
of which pretend to become members. The major benefit of the organization was the actual
granting of power for some nations breaking the rules to be reprimanded. This is not done
directly by the WTO, but it grants power to the damaged party to elevate trade restrictions
against the perpetuating counterpart. There is a lot of strategy behind the coercive restrictions
so the mechanism has worked quite well. Yet developing countries have the weaker hand in
negotiations like this because their power was weak and this asymmetry applies especially for
the small ones. If a country like Estonia threatens restrictions it is guaranteed to turn
substantially less heads then giants like Mexico or India.
The Uruguay round did have its benefits, but the discontents were visible at the next round in
Seattle where protesters took to the streets in critique of the system that was being set in
place. In what was called the "Grand Bargain," the developed countries promised to liberalize
trade in agriculture and textiles in interest of the developing members and, in return the
counterparts were supposed to to reduce tariffs and accept a spectrum of novice regulation
and commitment on intellectual property rights, investments and services (Ostry, 2002.) The
developing nations felt cheated as quotas and subsidies remained in place for agriculture and
textile, at least in the next ten years. Ironically the US and Western Europe as the dominant
economies were working on improving dissemination conditions for their manufactured
goods, that now will be most enjoyed by the next generation of dominant producers like India
and China. Yet the list of complaints continued and included: poorest regions like subSaharan Africa losing money as a result of the agreement, 70 percent of funds went to
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developed countries, the immensely higher cost of tariffs levied on poor countries, the
emphasis of capital flows over labor which would benefit developing countries, further the
focus on labor liberalization is highly tilted towards high skilled workers and the placing of
patents in such a way that only very developed nations can benefit (Stiglitz, 2006).
The next talks took place in Doha, where protesters flooding the streets is less likely. It was
supposed to be a “development round” and the WTO still calls it that. The developing
countries were reluctant to participate based on previous experience. As it turned out they
were right and after further fortification on the protectionist view of agriculture, the talks were
cut short and proclaimed over. The trade ministers had yet another chance in Hong Kong in
2005, but again to no avail. The Uruguay round has yet to be concluded but tariffs remain
comparatively high for developing nations and agriculture and labor liberalization have yet to
be trustfully addressed. This leaves developing countries, especially small ones in a perpetual
state of drawing the shorter straw when it comes to fairness.

3.2 Debt
It has become a buzzword of fear in the media today, but when it comes to the large
developed country – small developing country dynamism there are severe problems with how
the issue is treated. Consider the small country of Moldova that is home to a declining
population of 3.6 million people. After the independence from the Soviet Union it started
transitioning into a market economy and accumulating debt that was made worse by the
devaluation of the ruble and then was reflected in the leu, reaching 621 million dollars in 2003
(over 50 per cent of total debt) to the IMF and the World Bank accumulatively (Spanu, 2004).
The country struggles with some basic infrastructural and institutional problems, but IMF
monitoring deems it as fulfilling targets. The Argentinian case was even more prominent.
Financial flows should be directed to poor countries, but lending and borrowing have become
so aggressive that they have reversed this in some instances. When rise of interest rates, or
reducing of income and fluctuations in the exchange are added to the equation, results can be
disastrous for developing countries. They will have to either pay back, restructure or default.
Argentina solved the situation fairly well, for the position that it was in, but that was due to an
excellent negotiation apparatus that many smaller nations will simply not poses.
Fundamentally the markets for lending to nations are flawed. Semantics sometimes try to
disguise the problem as overwhelmingly criticism is structured as overborrowing instead of
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overlending. It is easy for developing countries to get mesmerized by improving their credit
ratings, even more so since the government that gets indebted just passes the responsibility on
to the next one. Lenders should asses situations trustfully, not just chase after profits since the
consequences can easily mimic those of 2008. The “moral hazard” which emerges when an
individual acts on behalf of someone, thus not barring the full consequences (Mankiw, 2000)
is very present in this field. The lenders have the power to control this a lot more effectively
than borrowers. Combined with “irrational exuberance,” which in the words of Allan
Greenspan, is when lenders flood a market due to positive excitement (Mankiw, 2000) which
can take place in the opposite direction as well, it can be a formula for destabilizing
macroeconomic consequences, to which the smaller countries are more susceptible. This is all
fine if nations are chasing profits, but in that instance the IMF and World Bank need to be
transparent in.

3.3 The Washington Consensus
When Williamson coined the Washington consensus in the late 1980’s, there were many
emerging countries that were searching for guidelines on how to successfully transition to a
market economy or enter the global system. The list goes as followed (WHO ,2013):
1. Fiscal discipline - strict criteria for limiting budget deficits
2. Public expenditure priorities - moving them away from subsidies and
administration towards previously neglected fields with high returns
3. Tax reform - broadening the tax base and cutting marginal tax rates
4. Financial liberalization - interest rates should be market-determined
5. Exchange rates - managed to induce rapid growth in non-traditional exports
6. Trade liberalization
7. Increasing foreign direct investment (FDI) - by reducing barriers
8. Privatization - state enterprises should be privatized
9. Deregulation - abolition of regulations that impede the entry of new firms or restrict
competition
10. Secure intellectual property rights (IPR) - without excessive costs and available to
the informal sector
Glancing over the principles it is evident that there is a lot of beneficial common sense
contained in them. The backlash that the consensus received is not a result of the content
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itself, but the way international institutions rigidly adopted it into a formula. The institutions
themselves are governed by the DCs that have extremely strong interest groups advocating
ultimately their benefit. The result was regions implementing this strategy differently. Asia
was carefully picking and choosing what could suit its milieu best and adding local
knowledge to come up with localized and customized approaches. South America and postcommunist countries rushed to rigidly implement anything and everything on the list,
processed through the emerging neoliberal context with which the principles were perceived.
The Asian countries were initially criticized for their gradualism, interventionism and
sticking to high government involvement. The rest embraced the magic of markets
wholeheartedly, but the results were disastrous almost in every single instance (Stiglitz,
2006).
The demonizing of government involvement that took place in this period eliminated the
actor with the biggest local knowhow. Looking at the principles is fine, but in order for any
reform to work it must be localized and spiced with the valuable input of the insider.
Furthermore sticking this balance between the private and public sector should be a goal on
its own, and such are what partnerships produce growth through investing, building
institutions and monitoring and closing gaps (Spence, 2012.) Small countries bear high costs
of government – it would be a shame if their role, which can be so coordinated, was simply
annulled as harmful.
There were differences in policy orientation among the Asian countries as well. South Korea
and Japan used inward oriented policies, while China, Malaysia and Singapore were outwards
oriented and greeted FDI. When investigating the lastly mentioned nation, a good example of
sustainable development arises. In the three decades leading to 1990, Singapore experience an
annual average GDP growth rate of about 8 percent, which is more than double than the
average OECD growth rate and more than triple of the US (Cahyadi, Kursten, Weiss & Yang,
2004.) It always enjoyed a beneficial geographic location but prolonged growth was achieved
through the government’s active role, a heavy investment in infrastructure and a deep-set
focus on human capital. In the 1960’s it sought to attract FDI and the Economic Development
Board (EDB) was established, who’s representatives went to Japan, US and other countries to
attract investment and positive tax incentives, since the political stability and workforce were
attractive conditions. In the next decade, while working on keeping tax cuts for TNCs, the
government started to form national companies in areas that lacked attention such as finance
and transportation. In the meantime it regulated positive work environments and constructed a
social security system of self-reliance and hard work. As economies in the region started to
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compete things started to change in the 1980’s since Singapore could no longer rely on a
cheap labor force to attract FDI. As early as then the National Computer Board (NCB) came
to be with the sole purpose of spreading IT competence to workers and organizations. In
combination with the EDB they started attracting interest from technology companies and
resumed to offer tax cuts for entering firms. Moreover the investment in infrastructure was
ongoing as the economy was doing well. The next decade saw the prolonged focus on
technology through the establishment of good quality high education institutions and research
facilities. Interestingly attention to the region was kept through cooperation with Indonesia
and Malaysia in order to enjoy positive spillovers from each other’s comparative advantages.
All though this time there was a heavy focus on education and the importance of widely
spoken languages like English was understood and heavily pushed for in acquisition. The
government also pushed for substantial national savings funds. Furthermore, it dealt with
common institutional problems like corruption extremely well through high public salaries
and strong coercion. The cooperation on expertise with international institutions, in the
development of infrastructure greatly helped it obtain the stellar network enjoyed today. The
island always sought to attract high-skilled workers and is still doing so.
Today Singapore has more millionaires per capita (one in six households) than any other
country in the world, manufacturing construct one fifth of the economy, half of exports are
high tech goods and it has been so successful in attracting foreign workers that two in five
people are foreigners (Yueh, 2013.) The same author summarizes the image perfectly by
describing the island as “if London or New York had large factories alongside an international
financial center.”

3.4 Recommendations on Trade and Discussion
The question of whether there is a way to guarantee that nations will globalize as well as
Singapore will continue to result in a no. Yet there are steps that can be taken to prevent
nations, especially small developing ones to be the continuous losers of the world interplay. In
terms of the working supporting hypothesis, stating that small developing countries are facing
institutional constraints in integrating into the global trade regime beneficially is deemed as
proven. The rules are set by powerful economies and if it is their purpose, and the purpose of
international institutions that they steer to create a forum of trade that can benefit the
maximum number of participants than those values should be adopted in practice.
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Ideally developed countries should be open towards developing ones without the condition of
reciprocity. Middle-income countries should do the same for lower income ones. This applies
especially for smaller countries, as the benefit for the consumers could be positive and the
drawback for local producers minor if any. Big powerful producers influence world prices,
small emerging ones do not. If Albania subsidies milk the effect would be close to zero The
European Union (EU) is a good example for this principle in action directed towards the
poorest entities of the world. The full openness is instrumental, as opposed to cherry picking
sectors and usually excluding textiles and agriculture, which will make this initiative futile
(Elliot, 2010).
Moreover tariffs are not the mere barrier that a country can evoke and DCs have been creative
in this respect. Safeguards are an example and they essentially represent a tariff that lasts
shortly and is raised as a reaction to a rise of imports. Smaller nations tend to underuse them,
while giants like the US are notorious for abusing them as in the 2002 case, when the US
levied a 30 percent duty on steel and the international community was forced to use WTO
channels to complain (Lee, 2002). The point of this measure is for it to allow an adjustment
period, not simply help a sector in decline. It is heavily unregulated and as such harmful for
the smaller exporters, since they can only express remarks through institutions that are run by
those that use them the most.
Antidumping regulations is a mechanism with which the domestic country accuses an in
importer for selling products at prices below market value just to drive the competition out.
The damaged party then has to revoke the products and pay fines. It seems as a reasonable
measure, but the mechanisms with which this is judged have been abused by the DCs. In the
1980s, a total of 1456 antidumping cases were reported to the GATT. Out of those Australia,
the US, Canada, and the European Community comprised 95 percent of those cases (Johnson,
1992.) There are problems with defining the occurrence, since it makes sense for a firm to sell
bellow value only if it can hold a monopolistic position for long enough to regain the losses
and this is simply not possible, especially for foreign firms entering well established local
markets. Leaving this aside, the US for example compares products with alternatives that they
see fit. In 1984 an Italian firm was found guilty of dumping pads for woodwind musical
instruments. The company was found guilty since the products were cheaper than the
American alternatives, but they were low end products by a company that also offered high
end lines (Johnson, 1992.) It gets even worse with agricultural products, often coming from
developing countries, since they immediately can be accused of antidumping and cannot
practice their competitiveness fully. Local consumers miss out on lower prices as well. There
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should be a supranational standard in the judging of criteria and an independent institution
should enforce it. If single nations are both accuser and a judge it means only pretending that
this mechanism can be useful to the small countries.
The list of trade barriers that could be reformed continues with technical barriers, which are a
set of standards and regulations concerning imported products, especially food. Granted that
governments must protect their people, but the problem again arises from abuse and vague
definitions. As with antidumping, it is really hard to distinguish a real treat from an attempt to
enforce restrictions. The bigger powers are the main perpetrators.
Rules of origin cause headaches for the smaller exporting nations in a similar way to the
previous two. They define the origin of a product and as that all is well, as we saw from the
horsemeat scandal globalization has blurred those lines immensely. Producers may for
example be limited to exporting only if using domestic raw materials. Problems arise when
they restrict free trade, like when nations keep pushing criteria just high enough to prevent
benefit. The US has preferential treatment for those who use its cotton (Stiglitz, 2006.) This
can jeopardize true competition by extracting focus from meeting clients’ needs at the best
prices, to chasing rules of origins standards to regain lost preferential treatment.
Occurrences that can hurt small countries and enforce the issues raised in the previous lines
are bilateral trade agreements. It is not that they are malicious at face value, but they are often
practiced between economic powers and weaker ones, which makes the negotiations
asymmetric and often in practice damaging to the latter. For example the US has free trade
agreements with several small countries like Singapore (5.3 million), Panama (3.8 million),
Oman (3.3 million) and Bahrain (1.3 million.) With all except the smallest one, this
opportunity had been used to push for intellectual property rights that are largely important to
the US (OUSTR, 2013). Capital market liberalization provides with a similar example and it
is stated for every country how the US has gained market access for their exports. The biggest
downside of bilateral bargaining is the focus that is takes away from building a relevant global
trade agreement, which is badly necessary for standardized lawmaking and implementation of
regulation for a truly openly trading world. Small countries remain having to deal in this
manner with other great economic powers as well. The use of bilateral trade agreements,
whichever form they take should be limited and reduced.
Smaller and less developed countries alike tend to have smaller less advanced institutional
structures that are riddled with problems like corruption and lack of transparency. The way
trade negotiations are conducted, in secrecy, on a spectrum of topics, at a very fast pace
tempo, all heated with a lot of pressure is skewed towards the DCs. Although their very
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nature may be difficult to change at least a truthful development round can be conducted
differently to benefit all, concentrate on pressing issues and lift the pressure from the smaller
players who will be more aware of what to expect. More compact institutional structures
reduce the bargaining power of small nations. For example the Caribbean Nation of Antigua
and Barbuda that has about 90000 citizens has been involved in a gambling dispute with the
US. Although they won the suit the country simply did not have how to enforce the decision
and it did not until 2013 when it was finally granted some help on the matter by the WTO
(Government of Antigua and Barbuda, 2013.) In practice enforcement power of sanctions is
what counts.
Agriculture has been heavily protected by the most economically advanced nations of the
world. The framework is so unjust that if agricultural subsidies for the EU, US and Japan are
cumulated, they amount to at least 75 percent of the total income of sub-Saharan Africa
(Stiglitz, 2006.) The subsidies create a massive supply, thus hurting domestic prices. When
technological conditions are added to the equation it is clear that it is impossible for a farmer
in The Gambia to compete with the one in Norway. Yet we hear in many debates on the issue
that protection of agriculture is essential even for the developed countries as it targets small
producers who otherwise would lose their livelihood. However, when the numbers are
assessed, for the US in this instance, it turns out that most subsidies are obtained by
commercial farms with average incomes of 200 000 dollars and net worth of nearly $2 million
(Reidl, 2007).
Further the ways tariffs are composed prevent profitable surpluses from driving an upgrading
of the economy of the smaller players. For example if a small state wants to export
strawberries to Europe it may find miniscule tariffs. Once it chooses to add processing to the
products and preserve it through pasteurization, the tariffs escalate making the process
unfruitful and futile. Tariff escalation remains an ongoing concern (WTO, 2013.)
The one thing that can be extremely positive for less sizable developing trading nations is if
the liberalization of labor received merely enough attention as capital and services such as
finance and information technology. The example of Singapore illustrates how foreign
expertise can fortify local industry. Even skilled workers from depressed regions of the world
have to struggle to earn mobility and unskilled labor is extremely static although it is the other
side of the coin of capital abundance that DCs contain. Capital mobility should go hand in
hand with this aspect, since otherwise taxation burden will fall on the plentiful static unskilled
laborer. Not to mention that immigrant workers send money home, that helps the local
economy. Granting unskilled labor at least moderate liberalization will raise the global GDP
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(Stiglitz, 2006.) This is a vastly political issue and very difficult for governments in the
developed world to justify it to domestic workers. Yet if there is an honest tendency to elevate
the poorest then a farsighted approach, supported internationally is needed.
In conclusion it is true that trade will produce winners and losers and all trade agreements
have positive and negative sides for those that sign them. Yet the adjustments mentioned here
could provide a better regime for liberalization for the smaller and less developed nations,
while the DCs will arguably remain to profit from trade. It is time for the setting of the agenda
to go hand in hand with what was ideologically proclaimed by the richest countries of the
world. If gaining at the cost of others continues globalization will never fulfill its purpose, just
extend the reach of those that are already winning.

4. Intellectual Property Rights and Patents
IPR have costs and benefits. They are put in place in order to act as an incentive for creative
and intellectual activity, but can backfire through costs of monopoly pricing if it leads to that
(Mankiw, 2000.) In the globalized world, their role is important for competitiveness as they
actively direct the flows of technology and knowhow and thus, define competitiveness. This
can be worrisome for small and developing nations as the majority of them are late adopters.
It is no wonder that historically it was the DCs that pushed for firmer laws in this area. The
ones that they have set themselves unilaterally were quite primitive in comparison to what we
are used to today. The likes of France and US eventually received an international intellectual
property rights regime in the late 19th century with the Paris convention on patents and the one
in Berne on copyrights (Chang, 2002). As mentioned before international industrial espionage
was widely accepted until then and small nations such as Switzerland and the Netherlands did
not have patent law until 1907 and 1912. The DCs even after the establishing of the laws left
some areas like local patenting of foreign technology uncovered, with what direct transfer was
often legal and possible.
In 1994 under the Uruguay round the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) agreement was signed after being pushed for by the DCs, especially the US. They
were looking for other countries to recognize their patents, but the patents are developed by
firms, and the bigger and economically stronger the nation, the more power these firms have
in the outcome of global politics. The agreement hurt developing countries as it prevented
access to vital medicines to the poorest nations of the world (Collier, 2007.) Again, there is a
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return to the question of values, and as globalization settles it is logical to expect that the
saving of lives with readily available medicine should extend its reach from catering to the
richest countries.
Regular property rights are clear in the sense that the laws that apply to ordinary property are
set in place to enhance economic efficiency. Further they are very explicit in what is owned:
property, a car or a company. Intellectual property rights usually run the risk of setting a
monopoly in place. In addition, what was protected as relevant knowledge is difficult to
define and moreover what extend of modification can be delimited as a new invention is
excruciating to pinpoint. New knowledge is always based on old and when corporate interests
take charge it is obvious how this can be impeded. It is realistic to think that most small
nations would be looking to add to previous knowledge, based on what has been done in DCs.
Ultimately if an individual is looking to use or build on a previously created work of art and
cannot due to copyright or patent they can easily turn to a different one with a similar
outcome. When it comes to technology, a method or medicine substitution can be difficult if
not impossible. Unfortunately, in some instances the lack of alternatives can kill millions and
this is more likely to happen in a small less developed country.
The debate over the difference between the two types of property is not globalization’s fault,
but it can definitely emphasize them. The way the process is managed and its values are
completely in the hands of those that construct these agreements. If for example medicine is
considered, the picture is quite bleak. Pharmaceutical companies especially powerful ones
located in the US heavily influenced the inclusion of TRIPS in WTO agreements (Stigltiz,
2006). This meant a vast limitation to the production of lifesaving generic drugs. Brand
named drugs have markups a few times over production costs and as this may be an economic
inefficiency (Stiglitz, 2006) it more importantly makes them out of reach to poorer nations.
Some of them can circumvent this (declaring exceptional cases) due to bargaining power that
usually derives from the size of the economy, but for small ones it can be a death sentence.
The exceptions include granting compulsory licensing and government use, parallel
importation and patentability criteria, and a few other exclusions from patent protection.
The disadvantage of size came to light when countries like Brazil, Thailand and South Africa
were asking for compulsory licenses to produce generic HIV drugs like Efavirenz and Kaletra
(proven to reduce infection rates up to 84 percent) in their own capacities, since it was a
health interest (Bhanji, 2011). Eventually they were granted the licenses, largely to the
dissatisfaction of pharmaceutical companies. But the problem remained within small countries
like Swaziland, Botswana and Lesotho who all have up to two million citizens and hold the
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top three spots for HIV infections among adults. These countries did not have any production
capacities available for this kind of production, making them ineligible for compulsory
licenses and their collective bargaining power is quite low. According to the TRIPS the sale
of generics is forbidden until the patent expires. Ultimately the pharmaceutical companies
from developed countries produce drugs that are too expensive and they cannot buy them
from developing ones, since they would be breaking WTO rules and face sanctions (Bhanji,
2011). Even after gaining international support on the matter, it took almost a decade for them
to be granted the ability to obtain generics from developing countries, costing countless lives
in the process.
Protectors of patent law and pharmaceutical companies boast about the high cost of the
complex invention process of drugs. In one instance it has been concluded that the average
cost of developing a new drug exceeds one billion dollars and can take up to 15 years of
research and testing (David, 2011). The lack of patents would annihilate the financial
incentive. While the costs may be such, they are not the biggest expenses that pharmaceutical
companies endure. In fact it has been discovered that these large firms dedicate a double
amount of money from their budgets to promotion in comparison to R&D (Gagnon &
Lexchin, 2008). Further, they are focused on drugs that have less to do with saving human
lives than cosmetic adjustment as the profits lie there and not in the world ridden with
malaria. This means that this is a largely marketing driven industry like most and added usage
of generic products will not even impact their biggest alleged expenditure.

4.1 Innovation and Wider Social Justice
The investigation of TRIPS through health is not where all the issues lie, but it is an obvious
problem with a simple answer. It is the agreement that still constructs standardized intellectual
and property rights and should be revised. Again it is a question of values, but human life
should be held as the ultimate. If globalization is not spreading such fundamentally important
resources, then it is certainly not achieving as much as it can. The whole world cannot pay the
same price for anything and that goes for medicine as well. Pricing should be heavily reduced
for the developing world, especially for small countries that cannot develop production
capacities. Compulsory licenses can also work, granted that the nation can utilize them in
practice.
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Yet innovation is important too, but the right kind that solves the worst problems. The world’s
most pressing diseases should be supported by an international organization that will be
sponsored by the world’s governments and will keep focus on lifesaving chemicals. Research
like this is publicly supported still anyway; only ultimately the company will place the
product on the market, reap profit and most importantly control distribution. Stiglitz (2006)
proposes a “purchase guarantee” for when a superior medicine is discovered. The issue of
monopolistic power will remain that way.
The DCs should be limited in what can be patented and this applies greatly to the protection
of indigenous knowledge. Biopiracy or the concept of commercialization of biological
resources has seen DCs sweeping in and patenting resources used for centuries in the less
developed world should be at least limited under these agreements (Merson, 2000.) The same
author writes that it is important to revise the 1993 Agreement on Biological Diversity as it is
filled with loopholes, but holds the imperative task of preserving the biodiversity of the
planet. The US under special interest pressure has not signed it and it is simply irrational for
such an avid patentee to be excluded. DCs have tried to patent the likes of basmati rice and
turmeric and with the former actually succeeded. Finally it is the nation of origin that takes
care of the environment in which these resources thrive. If they lose the rights to it they will
never be compensated for their investment. Small nations are simply powerless to prevent
this and even larger ones have had to part with tradition, through globalization.
TRIPS should be dealt with in an entirely different way. Intellectual property rights are
incredibly difficult to deal with on a global level and the disadvantage will always be on the
side of the small country. A new forum for such discussions is needed; one where corporate
interests do not dominate and the voices of the smaller actors, academics and NGOs can be
heard. Until such a body is set this type of protection will fail, and more importantly stump
innovation. The cycle needs to be broken once for intellectual property rights to go back to
inducing creativity, instead of being creative with ignoring the most basic problems and needs
of today’s world. The hypothesis that small developing countries are facing a hostile patenting
system, which is preventing them from participating in innovation and is putting their
resources in danger is therefore confirmed.

5. Case Study: Macedonia
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5.1 The Current Situation
Macedonia is a landlocked country on the Balkan Peninsula that is home to 2.1 million
people. It commenced its transitory period after succeeding from Yugoslavia and establishing
independence in 1991. The whole region has been politically unstable after the fall of the
federative state and although it does border with Kosovo and Serbia, Macedonia managed to
largely stay out of the wars in Bosnia and Kosovo. Instability has stemmed from its Albanian
minority that at 500000 people1 constructs a quarter of the population. The tension culminated
in 2001 with an armed conflict that was resolved in the same year (Kim, 2001), but some of
the problems remain and although it has a small population it is not cohesive.
In terms of orientation, its direction has been clear with serious aspirations to join NATO and
the EU. This has been a declared priority of the ruling coalition lead by prime minister
Gruevski and his party VMRO-DPMNE In fact at a summit in Bucharest in 2008, when
Croatia and Albania were granted accession, Macedonia’s was vetoed by Greece, and later
took the case to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) where it won, but to no avail
concerning North-Atlantic membership (Karavias & Tzanakopoulos, 2008). The same authors
write how the name dispute, which has escalated with embargos, derives from Greece’s
dissatisfaction since its northern province has the same name and the neighbor using it
manifests territorial claims. For more than two decades a resolution has not been found and
this has heavily strained Macedonia’s ability to globalize strategically and integrate into
institutions that have already reached its doorstep. Otherwise, the European Commission’s
2012 Progress Report concludes that the country continues to fulfill the criteria of a candidate
state (EC, 2012). Politically the critique of the report was directed at the badly functioning
public administration and judiciary system, lack of freedom of expression in the media and
heavy problems with corruption. The economic areas of improvement were: quality of fiscal
governance and unemployment. Unfortunately there is no indication that the two parties will
agree on a solution in the foreseeable future and until that happens Macedonia will not get a
place at the European table, even though accession is supported by 80 percent of the people
(WB, 2012).
The transition path started from a rough point. Before the brink of its demise Yugoslavia was
doing badly economically and due to regional disparity Macedonia was doing even worse
than the average. It managed to surpass its 1989 level of GDP only almost two decades later,
in 2008 (EBRD, 2010.) One of the first things that the government had to deal with after 1991
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was privatization. This takes many shapes and sizes among former communist countries and
so was the case here. It is important to note that social ownership was practiced under the
previous system and as such it should have been transferred to other types of ownerships
quickly as it was not transferred to state ownership (Slaveski, 1997). Privatization was a
muddled process in practice, with many “creative” applications of the law that made some
extremely rich and caused general resentment in the public. The same public was dealing
with rising unemployment and the reducing form of the generous welfare system of former
Yugoslavia. The Agency for Privatization closed in 2005. The declining positive outlook of
the common Macedonian citizen was also created by the sizable dislocation of the workers
and the sudden shock of finding themselves in a system, sharply changed to adopt the AngloSaxon Neoliberal doctrine. Critics (Jakimovski, 2011) state that the departure and swift shift
to reliance on the invisible hand of the market and the novice, significantly diminished role of
the state - was fundamentally problematic due to the vast difference in values, the unsuitable
owners’ structure, and the becoming changed shape of government.
In relation to openness, unlike many other communist regimes, under its federation
Macedonia enjoyed a relatively liberal foreign trade regime that started to be created in the
1980s reform and carried on through the 1990s (Petkovski & Slaveski, 1997.)
Following the fall of Yugoslavia the new, small nations did not commence their statehood
from the same point, neither economically, nor politically. Other less sizable nations on the
peninsula were not doing remarkably either, especially compared to the EU (Chart 5).

Chart 5 - GDP per capita (current US$)

1

State statistical office of Macedonia
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Source: The World Bank, 2013

Macedonia is among the lowest preforming small countries of the Balkans, doing only
slightly better than Albania and Bosnia. All of their GDPs are relatively stable, especially
compared to the better preforming Slovenia and Croatia. Both of them are more tied to EU
performance, in the case of Croatia well before accession in 2013. Yet the average growth of
Macedonia, of the same period has been the lowest comparatively at 5.1 percent. More
developed Slovenia and Croatia still surpass this average at 6.9 and 7.6 respectively. Albania
and Bosnia and Herzegovina have had a lot less stable, but much needed development average
at 15.5 and 16.4 percent. If the per capita value was eliminated, these numbers would be even
lower. The growth of these economies in the two-decade period would look starker and depict
how sluggishly this small economy has been preforming (Chart 6)
Chart 6
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Source: The World Bank

Macedonia has been closing the productivity gap with the EU that was incredibly high after
the independence, with the EU overtaking the new democracy 14.8 times in 1992. The
disparity was very high until 2001 when started to reduce, but there is still a long way to go
since in 2012 it was at 7.2 times (Chart 7).

Chart 7
Source: The World Bank, 2013

Percentage point changes have been vaster for Macedonia, but there has been reflection in
performance with the union.
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One of the biggest problems for the common citizen is the severe unemployment that they are
facing. As it is evident from Chart 8, the levels are unmatched by any performer in the region.
Chart 8 – Unemployment (% of labor force)

Source: The World Bank, 2013

In 2011 the reducing unemployment rate rested at 31.4 percent, while more successful
counterparts as Slovenia and Croatia experienced rates multiple times lower at 13.4 and 8.2
respectfully. Even Bosnia, with its multitude of political problems and raising unemployment
was able to achieve 27.6 percent of labor force unemployment. This factor even landed
Macedonia on top of the Economist’s Misery Index Ranking in 2011, which combines
unemployment and inflation See Chart 4 in Appendix). The picture is even gloomier for
youth unemployment totaling at a staggering 54.9 percent in 2009 (Table, 2).

Table 2
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Source: United Nations Statistics Division

This is a dire situation for a nation to be in, especially since it has a vast impact on the life of
the common citizen. The issue has been declared as a priority of the government, but
arguably there is still a long winding road that is to be walked in which more creative policies
can be implemented. What contributes to the state of things is the uneven development of
industries, which puts workers who have lost their jobs in a certain sector unable to find a
place in those that are growing.
On the path of becoming a member of the EU and NATO, Macedonia had to dedicate itself to
harmonizing its institutions, legal framework and performance to those of member countries,
which contained a lot of benefit and an overall direction of globalization and integration into
the world system. It is also a member of the Central European Free Trade Area (CEFTA),
which also works as a stepping-stone to the EU. Further it is a forum of former communist
countries to learn from one another, although with the latest enlargements of the European
family the membership of CEFTA has reduced and the trade area has lost some of its
functionality. A big strain on the common Macedonian citizen was the visa regime with the
EU and the government pushed for years to lift the requirements. As of January 1st 2010,
Macedonians can finally travel to the Schengen countries as tourists, which helped the
mobility of students, businessmen and academics. In 2003 the small economy became the
146th member of the WTO and dedicated itself to even further liberalization and achieving
openness. In 2006 customs duties represented 9.4 percent of total tax revenue and in 2012 that
percentage was reduced to 5.7 2. Still taxes related to trade, which are made of customs duties
plus VAT on imports, plus excise duty on imports have gone from 58 percent of total tax
2

WTOb, 2013
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revenue in 2006 to 68.9 percent in 20123 due to the increasing relevance of the lastly
mentioned two tariffs. The average Most Favorite Nation (MFN) tariff was reduced from 11.1
percent in 2004 to 8.5 percent in 20134 and Macedonia is unable to introduce quantitative or
non-tariff restriction as a member of the WTO. There has not been a dispute within the
organization that involves the small nation.
Considering the trends in trade that were initially mentioned, Macedonia can be seen as
aligned. Its exchange volume peaked first in 2008 at 10.830 million US dollars, then was
reduced and stagnated over the following two years. A record volume was achieved in 2011,
at 11.462 million US dollars and then a slight decline in 2012 (Table 3).

Table 3

Years

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Exchange

8.583

10.830

7.734

8.753

11.462

10.513

Export

3.356

3.978

2.691

3.302

4.455

4.002

Import

5.227.

6.852

5.043

5.451

7.007

6.511

Trade Deficit

1.871

2.874

2.352

2.149

2.552

2.509

58.06

53.4

60.6

63.6

61.5

Volume

Import/Export 64.2
Ratio (%)

Source: State Statistics Office of Macedonia

There was a slight drop of export participation in 2012, from 38.9 percent in 2011 to 38.1, but
it has been improving from the lowest point in 2009. Reflectively imports peaked in 2009,
constituting 65.2 percent and have been reducing ever since with a small increase in 2012 at
61.9 percent. The overall performance is not bad, considering the crisis, yet this type of
profile where imports constitute barely more than a third of the entire profile is far from ideal.
Similarly, the import/export ratio of 61.5 percent marked in 2012 can prove problematic if not
improved.
Considering the structure of imports, the small nation has been importing metals, coke and
refined petroleum products, food products, chemicals and chemical products and textiles in
the largest quantities respectively. The export structure is similar comprised of basic metals,
3
4

WTOb, 2013
WTOb, 2013
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clothing apparel, chemicals and chemical products, food products and machinery and
equipment taking the first five places (See Table 5 in Appendix for full structure). The
composition of exports may seem basic and lacking in value added, but it is a result of
improvement. Agricultural products, tobacco, basic metals, other mining products and
clothing apparel are reducing as a part of exports, although they still take a large portion and
machinery and equipment and motor vehicles, furniture and value added chemicals are
becoming increasingly relevant.
This small country has been doing badly with obtaining and retaining FDI, despite rigorous
efforts on behalf of the government to create an inviting environment. Every small economy
previously considered, despite political instabilities for some, has managed to outperform
Macedonia in the last decade (Chart 9.)
Chart 9 -

Source: The World Bank, 2013

The trend of the economic crisis on FDI was previously discussed and is evident that it has
strained the flow to Macedonia, but only marginally as local improvements are necessary for
an actual rise. The common problems with attracting and retaining FDI are underdeveloped
infrastructure, structural problems of the economy, somewhat unstable political situation, the
small market size, corruption and organized crime and a flawed legal system.
In fact, what is currently more relevant to the Macedonian economy, which is usually not the
case in small developing countries, is remittances from abroad. The national balance of
payments has traditionally recorded deficits, which became especially alarming at the peak of
the crisis, but are improving and in 2010 amounted to 200.0 million US dollars: sums up to
only a third of the deficit in 2009. As seen from the trade analysis the main reason for the
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issue is the prevalence of imports. This small economy has pulled the weight, helped by
remittances from abroad. Their importance is easily evident if the account balance is observed
with and without them (Chart 10).
Chart 10
Balance of Payment of Macedonia – With and Without remittances (In US$ million)

Source: NBRM, 2011

Remittances help this small economy immensely, so much that in some years like 2005 and
2010 the trade deficit would be 7 and 9 times respectively bigger, without them. When
observing all other types of external financing, remittances follow conventional economic
wisdom of prevailing stability. Further they are steadily growing and representing the biggest
chunk of external financing that Macedonia receives (Chart 11).

Chart 11 – External Financing in Macedonia (In US$ million)
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Source:
Svrtinov, Petkovski & Dodeva, 2012

There are risks with remittances, as the possible appreciation of the local currency, but in
Macedonia the benefits of this external help are very sizable. According to World Bank data
they contributed to the GDP with 4.1 percent. This type of financing takes the lead over
development help; portfolio financing and FDI in all small economies of the region and the
numbers available are not complete as informal transfers are a common practice. This mode
of financing should receive more attention from the government and academic world.
An aspect that has been crippling Macedonian economic competitiveness in the face of
globalization is the lack of skilled workforce. This issue has to do with the quality of the
education that is highly unstandardized and varies greatly across the board. Further most
students have the tendency to stray away from technical sciences, especially as the level of
education increases.

Table 4
Masters of science 2012 according to the scientific field of the
master's thesis
Total
1297
Natural sciences and
99
mathematics
Technical-technological sciences
196
Medical sciences
11
Biotechnical sciences
53
Social sciences
778
Humanities
160
Source: State statistical office
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If for example, postgraduate education in 2012 is observed it is clear that social sciences
receives the most aficionados at 60 percent, followed by the significantly smaller share of
Technical-technological sciences at 15 percent (Table 4). Social science universities receive
more funding then the technical ones, although the latter are contributing to their field on an
international scale more successfully.
The tough prospects in Macedonia, especially for the youth have caused a surge in
immigration, or brain drain, to a point that is not quite clear. The latest successful census in
this small country took place in 2002. The latest attempt was in 2011, but it failed to
disagreements within the commission on how to count the Albanian minority and immigrants.
Data provided by the World Bank (2005) states that as much as 20.9 percent of the tertiary
educated citizens have left the country. A study conducted on the topic by Janeska (2003)
found that approximately 85% of university students plan to leave the country after having
completed their studies. The given reasons are primarily economic, followed by unsatisfying
educational and research conditions and low expectations that the situation will be improved
in the future. The government has done next to nothing to address this alarming issue.
Currently it is working on a “Stop Brain Drain Strategy 2013-2020” supported by USAID that
has the primary goals to increase public-private dialogue and improve the supply of future
workers through lectures and workshops, but in reality the situation is so dire that a much
more holistic approach is needed than a simple project.
Concerning the institutional situation in the country, there have been improvements but an
occurrence that is still plaguing the region is corruption. Research by Transparency
International that places countries on a scale of zero to 100 with zero indicating high levels of
corruption perception and 100 low, ranks Macedonia on the 67th place with a score of 44 for
2013 (Transparency International, 2013). Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania are doing worse
at 72 and 116 respectively, while EU members Slovenia and Croatia experience less
corruption at the 42 and 57 place. Citizens experience distrust towards politicians and
lawmakers in Macedonia and much of the efforts to fight corruption have been politicized or
aimed at opposition figures. This disposition creates fundamental problems in the face of
globalization as this factor influences capital inflow. As much as the government has worked
on fixing institutions, the results have been focus towards registering a company quickly and
similar rapid improvements, and not towards fundamentally changing the relationship with
citizens. To make matters worse the size of the public administration has been estimated at
110.000 employees (excluding public enterprises employees), which comprises 12 percent of
the total active labor market and uses 6 percent of the budget (Analytica, 2009). This is an
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extremely robust structure, especially for the size of the country and current economic
situation. It is regional trend as well. The government again declares intentions for the
reduction, but with the highly politicized relations within the administration are preventing
any substantive cutbacks.
Exchange rate and monetary policy have been solid especially compared to other aspects. The
denar is pegged to the euro as it was previously to the DM.

5.2 Recommendations on Macedonian Globalization – Problems and Fixing
Fundamental Flaws
Macedonia faces tough choices in the process of globalization and that concerns anyone from
the common citizen to policymakers. It is important to keep long term development in mind
and structure competitiveness along those same lines. Further, in order for improvement to
start, flaws must be admitted and pointed out by the accountable and that is never easy since
politicians are trying to please the electorate. However, an improvement of the economic
situation does the same and that is a clear vision that needs to be adopted.
The small country has had an outward oriented policy, but in order for it to be effective a
viable stock of different types of capital is needed. Macedonia must be open as it is in the
process of integrating within institutions that demand it, but attention must be focused locally
as well. For example, non existent taxes on reinvested profit and 10 percent flat tax on profit
and income in combination with fast company registration are no longer real advantages in
the global marketplace as more and more small nations compete, but prerequisites. In order
for them to work, in this instance in attracting FDI, they must be accompanied with stellar
human capital, a solid infrastructure and working institutions and legal system to begin with.
Macedonia needs to invest capital and time in developing all of those.
Considering its trade disposition Macedonia has made important strides and continues to do
so. What lacks is a clear direction and how it will shape the future of export. The orientation
towards machinery is fine, but it is still too focused on FDI. What is necessary is the
development of the entrepreneurial sphere with solid private-public cooperation. Exploratory
activities on profitability in line with resources need to happen and then be supported by a
local system, instead of waiting for external actors to come up with solutions. By what was
previously shown, it would be beneficial for production to orient towards rich country
exports, but skills in producing items from the caliber of precision instruments or technology
accessories are lacking in the foreseeable future, although it may remain a long-term
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orientation. The agricultural sector needs to be reevaluated and adjusted to more complicated
products as it fits the natural disposition of the country. Organic produce, offseason
vegetables, flowers and high value crops should be the direction pushed for and facilitated by
policymakers. Branding and marketing in this respect have been completely underused and
underestimated, although their role can be dramatic. A viable trade strategy needs to be
planed out continuously and then government must take an active approach in developing
infant industries and they must be permitted to do so.
The previous goes in coordination with shaping the workforce. The educational system is not
serving its purpose and fixes like rising the mandatory age for compulsory education to 12
years and trying to provide computers for every classroom is not enough. Nether is opening
new university or institutes, since there are plenty and they are quite dispersed. What these
institutions need is consolidation and quality assurance, instead of focusing on quantity.
Partially diverting funding to the technical sciences would make a difference, since some of
the students still have classes in barracks, despite the fact that the academic activities of the
staff are solid. Involving said staff in policy making should be a part of the dialogue.
Moreover such basic things will divert the youth from seeking education abroad. Social
sciences and the humanities should be by no means neglected. Yet opportunities for young
students, to gain additional skills for the future workplace should be provided. This is a
continuous process that should be adjusted with changes in the labor-market.
As unemployment is a grand issue, those out of work must have educational opportunities to
adjust. Currently lifelong education is not something that Macedonians are accustomed to, but
that must change Statistics on tertiary education enrolment by age are unavailable, but within
the society it is highly unusual to find individuals enrolling in the post high school typical
age. Some attention must be brought to older out-of-work individuals who are looking to
broaden their skillset. Easy access to basic IT competencies for example, can lessen the divide
and they should be structured into lengthier, thought out programs, instead of fragmented, one
off lectures as they currently are.
The aggressive brain drain is an issue that must be dealt with. Loosing skilled workers at this
rate cripples the human capital stock, which has a very negative effect on FDI and
development of local business. The government must take a very active approach in
evaluating what kind of opportunities it can provide to especially talented individuals.
Moreover a sobering look at the situation is needed, in which actual numbers are gathered in
order for the damage to be evaluated. It may be uncomfortable for those in power, but without
the proper data a successful policy framework is impossible to develop. The framework
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should start in a timely manner, namely while students that went to study abroad are still in
the course of theirs studies. The recommendation is for a system to be developed in which
policymakers would keep an account where are Macedonians studying and in what they
specialize. Those that are doing exceptionally well would be provided with a work placement
and incentive to come back home. An individual that is looking forward to job security is
more likely to return, as opposed to if they are observing the economic environment and dire
unemployment rates. There is a necessity for an institutional body to be created that will
function aggressively as headhunters. If positions are created weather through FDI or local
initiative they could facilitate the return of Macedonian expatriates or immigrants, instead of
turning to foreign labor. The psychological effect on citizens will be also beneficial and the
knowhow that workers from abroad can bring can facilitate an environment of higher
standards.
Workers abroad and the remittances they send are crucial for the trade deficit as it was shown.
Yet a lot of money is lost through transaction costs and this is a problem for many developing
countries in the region, and beyond. The world could save billions if a system was created
especially for this type of transactions that facilitates them at a lower cost. The beneficiaries
would be all countries that depend on remittances, which is mostly developing ones. Their
interests have not been widely represented on an international scale, which is a reason such a
thing has not emerged yet. The US has developed something of the sort, but most countries
have not. This would also provide incentive for the rise of formal transactions. An
international institution such as the World Bank should oversee it.
The fight with corruption should be depoliticized and become a priority. Strict punishments
and solid work conditions would contribute to this. Yet until the trend for this serious problem
to be used as a weapon against the opposition does not stop the way the fight is structured is
irrelevant. The negative effects will be a problem in attracting FDI and all other spheres of the
functioning of institutions. The psychological effect of distrust towards the government
among citizens is largely contributed to corruption and will continue to do so. Macedonia
stagnates its global competitiveness severely with this type of behavior.
The size of the public sector surpasses much better functioning countries and its budgetary
commitments are too high, even for a small nation. The government must commit to gradually
reducing it and optimizing efficiency. This is something that all small nations should do in the
face of globalization. The issue here is again the politicized approach in firing and hiring that
must be surpassed.
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The infrastructure should be vastly improved, especially if the intention of inviting FDI
remains. This concerns both the rural and urban parts, especially beyond the capital.
On the whole Macedonia has been lucky with its vicinity to the European Union and the
orientation to join, as the government is forced to align standards and policy framework and
be monitored while doing it. This progress is important for the small economy, in making
strides that otherwise would not happened or would take a long period of time.
In conclusion, Macedonia is an example of a small country, emerging on difficult foundations
and finding it incredibly problematic to globalize competitively. The international community
had bad advise on the rapid privatization and unfortunately that process played a part in
creating the current power structure that is ineffective. Still, from that point on problems that
have nothing to do with external actors have plagued the local economic system. As of
currently Macedonia is not ready to globalize effectively and would fail in the global
marketplace. Some of the problems do stem from the small size, like the limited market,
competition and the cost of public sector, but many more have been added or the existing
have been made worse by bad policy, lack of transparency and accountability and use of
governmental power for personal gain. Arguably bad neighbor relations, like with Greece,
have made things difficult and have created lack of trust in international institutions among
citizens. Until issues are admitted, well investigated and treated by solid, well thought out
strategies, the prospects for this small economy remain grim.
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6. Conclusion
When globalization is investigated through the experience of small countries in economic
aspects of history, trade, and intellectual property unique circumstances are found. The
limited resource that these nations have to operate with, especially in human capital and
market size, prompts them to choose globalization strategies more carefully. The framework
of integration and institutional recommendations has posed a problem, especially in the past
when the approach was even dogmatic in its approach. Yet since then, small countries have
developed well, using customized frameworks that have shaken up conventional economic
wisdom. Entities comprised of fewer citizens could benefit from stronger representation in
international institutions that would make their issues more pressing and deserving of
attention. This is even truer for developing small countries. NSCs historically used strategies
that are frowned upon by the same implementers and paradigms that represent nations like the
US and Britain as bastions of liberalization and France as the proponent of protectionism are
false. The way trade takes place today and is regulated is not advantageous towards small
countries and the provided recommendations could make the world market a fairer competing
ground for all, that produces more winners. In this interconnectedness, debt has made things
even more difficult and the way lending and borrowing takes place is still too profit oriented
and damaging for the borrowers. The crude following of the Washington Consensus has
caused more damage than good, which is due to the interpretation that it is a strict plan of
action, instead of guidelines that as such are helpful. As technology and innovation become
increasingly important and leading economies are looking to expand, small ones are
especially vulnerable and find it hard to catch up, which at least in part is due to regulation.
Intellectual property should be dealt with separately and not as a part of trade and a refocusing
of activities is needed along a guidelines that would solve rudimentary world problems.
While the supporting hypotheses calming that DCs have managed to develop, using the same
or similar policies to those, which they have been prescribed in recent history has been
rebutted, the second supporting hypothesis that small developing countries are facing
institutional constraints in integrating into the global trade regime beneficially was confirmed,
and lastly, the presumption that small developing countries are facing a hostile patenting
system, which is preventing them from participating in innovation and is putting their
resources in danger was deemed as true, the case study brought to light that the main
hypothesis is hard to be universally confirmed. Small developing nations may be functioning
in a hostile environment when it comes to trade, intellectual property protection and debt,
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which makes it extremely difficult for them to globalize competitively, still the problems they
are experiencing in some cases will be self-inflicted.
The case of Macedonia shows that the lack of ability to participate competitively on the
globalized world market is not solely due to regulatory frameworks of the international
system, but also to bad foundations combined with internal self-afflicted problems. Small
nations must be dedicated to solving their problems, with a long-term perspective in mind
combined with a well-functioning system. Without such actions stagnation is imminent and
these nations will be the perpetual losers of globalization.
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Abstract:
This work focuses on globalization, more closely on the economic aspects of this process. Small
countries, especially developing ones are in the spotlight, as they face unique challenges that
have been addressed by the international community for decades at least. The success rate of the
intervention is very questionable and leaves room for improvement, which may be a platform to
elevate millions out of poverty, solve crippling problems, provide access to technology and
improve the global economic system. The uniting hypothesis is that that small developing
nations are functioning in a hostile environment when it comes to trade, intellectual property
protection and debt, which makes it extremely difficult for them to globalize competitively.
Economic history, trade and technology are the main filters of this research. Conventional
economic theory like market fundamentalism, and international trade theories will be discussed.
A holistic literature review, will try to depict the many sides of the argument. The data used will
be from the World Competitiveness Report, World Bank’s World Development Indicators, other
World Bank data, apropriatiate statistical offices. A case study is implemented to conclude the
thesis and in this case to evaluate the hypothesis as only partly true, since small developing
countries can harbour self-afflicted problems that are beyond the scope of international
economic interaction.
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Appendix:
Table 1. Countries by Population

County Name
Tuvalu
Palau
St. Martin (French part)
San Marino
Turks and Caicos Islands
Liechtenstein
Monaco
Sint Maarten (Dutch part)
Faeroe Islands
Marshall Islands
Northern Mariana Islands
St. Kitts and Nevis
American Samoa
Greenland
Cayman Islands
Bermuda
Dominica
Andorra
Isle of Man
Seychelles
Antigua and Barbuda
Kiribati
Aruba
Micronesia, Fed. Sts.
Tonga
Virgin Islands (U.S.)
Grenada
St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Curacao
Channel Islands
Guam
St. Lucia
Sao Tome and Principe
Samoa
Vanuatu
New Caledonia
French Polynesia
Barbados
Iceland
Belize
Maldives
Bahamas, The
Brunei Darussalam
Malta

Population
9860
20754
30959
31247
32427
36656
37579
39088
49506
52555
53305
53584
55128
56840
57570
64806
71684
78360
85284
87785
89069
100786
102384
103395
104941
105275
105483
109373
151892
161235
162810
180870
188098
188889
247262
258121
273814
283221
320137
324060
338442
371960
412238
418366
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Cape Verde
Luxembourg
Suriname
Solomon Islands
Macao SAR, China
Montenegro
Comoros
Equatorial Guinea
Bhutan
Guyana
Djibouti
Fiji
Cyprus
Timor-Leste
Swaziland
Mauritius
Bahrain
Trinidad and Tobago
Estonia
Gabon
Guinea-Bissau
Gambia, The
Kosovo
Botswana
Latvia
Qatar
Lesotho
Slovenia
Macedonia, FYR
Namibia
Jamaica
Mongolia
Armenia
Lithuania
Albania
Kuwait
Oman
Uruguay
Moldova
Puerto Rico
Mauritania
Panama
Bosnia and Herzegovina
West Bank and Gaza
Liberia
Croatia
Congo, Rep.
Lebanon
New Zealand
Georgia

494401
531441
534541
549598
556783
621081
717503
736296
741822
795369
859652
874742
1128994
1210233
1230985
1291456
1317827
1337439
1339396
1632572
1663558
1791225
1806366
2003910
2025473
2050514
2051545
2058152
2105575
2259393
2712100
2796484
2969081
2985509
3162083
3250496
3314001
3395253
3559541
3667084
3796141
3802281
3833916
4046901
4190435
4267000
4337051
4424888
4433100
4511800
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Central African Republic
Ireland
Costa Rica
Norway
Turkmenistan
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Finland
Kyrgyz Republic
Denmark
Sierra Leone
Nicaragua
Eritrea
Libya
El Salvador
Jordan
Togo
Lao PDR
Paraguay
Hong Kong SAR, China
Papua New Guinea
Serbia
Bulgaria
Israel
Honduras
Switzerland
Tajikistan
Austria
United Arab Emirates
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Sweden
Burundi
Hungary
Benin
Haiti
Somalia
Dominican Republic
Bolivia
Czech Republic
Portugal
Tunisia
South Sudan
Belgium
Cuba
Greece
Guinea
Rwanda
Chad
Zimbabwe

4525209
4588798
4805295
5018869
5172931
5312400
5410267
5414293
5582100
5590478
5978727
5991733
6130922
6154623
6297394
6318000
6642928
6645827
6687361
7154600
7167010
7223887
7304632
7907900
7935846
7997152
8008990
8462446
9205651
9297507
9464000
9516617
9849569
9943755
10050702
10173775
10195134
10276621
10496285
10514810
10526703
10777500
10837527
11142157
11270957
11280167
11451273
11457801
12448175
13724317
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Senegal
Zambia
Mali
Cambodia
Guatemala
Ecuador
Malawi
Burkina Faso
Netherlands
Kazakhstan
Niger
Chile
Cote d'Ivoire
Sri Lanka
Angola
Romania
Cameroon
Madagascar
Syrian Arab Republic
Australia
Yemen, Rep.
Korea, Dem. Rep.
Mozambique
Ghana
Nepal
Saudi Arabia
Malaysia
Uzbekistan
Afghanistan
Venezuela, RB
Peru
Morocco
Iraq
Canada
Uganda
Sudan
Algeria
Poland
Argentina
Kenya
Ukraine
Spain
Colombia
Tanzania
Korea, Rep.
South Africa
Myanmar
Italy
United Kingdom
France

13726021
14075099
14853572
14864646
15082831
15492264
15906483
16460141
16767705
16797459
17157042
17464814
19839750
20328000
20820525
21326905
21699631
22293914
22399254
22683600
23852409
24763188
25203395
25366462
27474377
28287855
29239927
29776850
29824536
29954782
29987800
32521143
32578209
34880491
36345860
37195349
38481705
38542737
41086927
43178141
45593300
46217961
47704427
47783107
50004000
51189306.61
52797319
60917978
63227526
65696689
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Congo, Dem. Rep.
Thailand
Turkey
Iran, Islamic Rep.
Egypt, Arab Rep.
Germany
Vietnam
Ethiopia
Philippines
Mexico
Japan
Russian Federation
Bangladesh
Nigeria
Pakistan
Brazil
Indonesia
United States
India
China
Total

65705093
66785001
73997128
76424443
80721874
81889839
88775500
91728849
96706764
120847477
127561489
143533000
154695368
168833776
179160111
198656019
246864191
313914040
1236686732
1350695000
7023106813

Source: The World Bank, 2013
<http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL>
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Table 2. 1960 GNP PPP in current US dollars
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Table 3. GDP 2011, US Dollars
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Source: The World Bank, 2013 < http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD
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Table 4 – Misery Index

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit, 2012 The Economist
< http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2012/01/daily-chart-0>
Table 5
Exports/ imports according to divisions of the Classification of Products by Activity, CPA 2008
In '000 US $
Exports

TOTAL
Products of
agriculture, hunting
and related services
Products of forestry,
logging and related
services
Fish and other
fishing products;
aquaculture
products; support
services to fishing
Coal and lignite

2011
4 478
313
266
735

2012
4 001
857
245 809

1 162

1 968

491

936

Imports
% of Exports in
2012

% of
Imports
in 2012

2011
7 027
162
157
558

2012
6 510
922
173 238

0%

4 207

2 629

0%

31

0%

2 596

2 612

0%

1 440

0%

37
080

39 331

1%

6%

3%
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Crude petroleum and
natural gas
Metal ores
Other mining and
quarrying products
Food products
Beverages

Tobacco products
Textiles
Wearing apparel
Leather and related
products
Wood and products
of wood and cork,
except furniture;
articles of straw and
plaiting materials
Paper and paper
products
Printing and
recording services
Coke and refined
petroleum products
Chemicals and
chemical products
Basic pharmaceutical
products and
pharmaceutical
preparations
Rubber and plastic
products
Other non-metallic
mineral products
Basic metals
Fabricated metal
products, except
machinery and
equipment
Computer, electronic
and optical products
Electrical equipment
Machinery and
equipment n.e.c.
Motor vehicles,
trailers and semitrailers
Other transport
equipment
Furniture
Other manufactured
goods
Electricity, gas, steam
and air conditioning
Sewerage services;
sewage sludge
Waste collection,
treatment and
disposal services;
materials recovery
services

0

-

640
983

300 610

5%

162
966
27
755
265
693

153 779

4%

148
995
14
115
645
683

153 892

2%

19 105

0%

11 675

0%

250 869

6%

635 185

10%

81
612

91 589

2%

42
811

41 341

1%

35
596
67
827
659
200
85
972
7 438

24 076

1%

13 635

0%

69 539

2%

434 094

7%

598 149

15%

59 724

1%

70 013

2%

76 336

1%

7 324

0%

12
669
479
451
60
802
77
620
71
958

66 270

1%

15
715
48

11 247

0%

126 890

2%

29

0%

139
404
759

579

0%

333
041
621
485
83
337

210 121

5%

793 900

12%

552 680

14%

502 361

8%

83 961

2%

531
214
582
602
165
409

159 528

2%

62
366
80
797
1 021
738
51
683

66 172

2%

202 264

3%

60 522

2%

173 438

3%

848 776

21%

861 740

13%

43 862

1%

211
032
176
024
929
567
117
031

126 810

2%

17
194

14 581

0%

343
470

302 854

5%

169
025
140
699
29
123

145 495

4%

191 047

3%

206 974

5%

306 933

5%

33 895

1%

199
306
337
698
342
337

265 364

4%

11
849
30
547
18
979
49
827

12 277

0%

13 406

0%

41 718

1%

40 617

1%

17 155

0%

81 633

1%

41 999

1%

17
930
37
219
106
427
228
138

253 201

4%

-

43

0%

-

-

70
311

70 420

2%

125
809

68 944

1%
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Publishing services
Motion picture, video
and television
programme
production services,
sound recording and
music publishing
Architectural and
engineering services;
technical testing and
analysis services
Other professional,
scientific and
technical services
Creative, arts and
entertainment
services
Library, archive,
museum and other
cultural services
Other personal
services
Unclassified

5 400

3 402

0%

13 654

0%

0%

16
053
612

293

116

910

0%

7

0

0%

676

313

0%

-

-

157

192

0%

357

1 865

12
385

7 542

0%

1

28

11

6

0%

9

7

0%

9 356

6 216

0%

0%

0%
-

-

1 108

827

0%

Source: State Statistical Office, 2013

Source: State Statistical Office of Macedonia, 2013
<http://makstat.stat.gov.mk/pxweb2007bazi/Database/Statistics%20by%20subject/databasetree.a
sp>
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